Renal injury may be discovered during computed tomography (CT) scan for evaluation of trauma or during operative exploration as a zone II retroperitoneal hematoma. Most injuries are lower grade and can be managed without operative or angiographic intervention. This algorithm presents a practical approach for the management of both blunt and penetrating renal injuries and is presented as two components, one for renal injury discovered at the time of CT scan (Fig. 1) and the other for management of zone II retroperitoneal hematoma identified during a laparotomy (Fig. 2).

HEMODYNAMIC INSTABILITY

Hemodynamic instability and grade of injury are the primary factors driving the management of renal injuries. A hemodynamically stable patient with a renal injury may be managed in a systematic fashion as outlined in the sections below. However, hemodynamic instability changes the approach to renal trauma completely. A patient who is hemodynamically unstable, after either blunt or penetrating trauma, warrants laparotomy. A hemodynamically unstable patient with a zone II retroperitoneal hematoma, after either blunt or penetrating trauma, needs exploration of the retroperitoneum. Persistent hemodynamic instability due to a high-grade renal injury is a contraindication to renal salvage, and the patient should undergo a nephrectomy rather than prolonged attempts to save an injured kidney.

INJURY GRADING

The management of renal injuries is driven primarily by the hemodynamic status of the patient; however, the grade of renal injury also plays a significant role in treatment strategy. The most commonly applied renal injury grading system is the American Association for the Surgery of Trauma-Organ Injury Scale, shown in Table 1, that was originally published in 1989.1 This grading system includes five grades of injury (I-V) and the most obvious distinction of low-grade versus high-grade injury is an injury beyond the extent of the renal cortex and extending into the urinary collecting system and renal vasculature. Grades I to Grade III include injuries confined to the capsule and/or renal parenchyma, while grade IV includes injury to collecting system and/or renal vascular injury and Grade V includes a completely shattered kidney or avulsion of the renal hilum with a devascularized kidney. The American Association for the Surgery of Trauma-Organ Injury Scale for renal injuries has been shown to correlate with interventions, complications, and mortality.2–4 Grade IV injuries have been subcategorized as low risk or high risk for intervention (angiographic or operative) with risk factors including size of perirenal hematoma, contrast extravasation, and location of the renal laceration.5

GRADES I-III INJURY DISCOVERED ON CT SCAN

Most renal injuries discovered during CT scan of the abdomen will be of lower grade. In a large, multicenter trial of renal injuries, 64% were Grade I, 25% were Grade II or III, 8% were Grade IV, and 3% were Grade V.6 Nearly 100% of low-grade (I-III) injuries discovered on CT scan can be managed without surgical or angiographic intervention. Once a patient is found to have a renal injury on the initial CT scan, they should routinely undergo delayed imaging in the same setting to better evaluate for contrast extravasation from either the vasculature or collecting system. In the infrequent occasion, where there is evidence of intravenous contrast extravasation on CT scan, the patient may be a candidate for angiography and embolization (see section F).

GRADE IV AND V INJURIES DISCOVERED ON CT SCAN

Grades IV and V renal injuries discovered on CT scan present a more complex set of decision making that may require intervention, but usually in a delayed fashion. In addition to a renal parenchymal injury, grade IV renal injuries include either an
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associated collecting system or vascular injury. Grade V injuries include a completely shattered kidney, a renal hilum avulsion, or a devascularized kidney. It may be difficult to distinguish a Grade IV versus Grade V injuries on CT scan, but the management principles remain the same. Despite representing the highest grades of renal injury, Grades IV and V renal injuries can still be managed nonoperatively in the majority of cases. A patient known to have a completely devascularized kidney (after 72 hours) who has been managed nonoperatively but undergoes laparotomy for another reason may have the injured kidney removed to avoid the late sequela renovascular hypertension. Considerations, such as repeat CT scan, the role of angiography, management of urinary extravasation, and long-term screening for hypertension are discussed further in the following sections.

**REPEAT CT SCAN**

Patients with higher-grade (IV-V) renal injuries, who are managed nonoperatively (including patients who underwent angiographic intervention), should undergo a repeat CT scan (including delayed images) of the abdomen 48 hours to 72 hours after injury to evaluate the progression of the injury and the need for potential intervention. These scans may reveal arterial, venous, or urinary extravasation that could require additional treatment. In addition, patients with clinical deterioration attributable to the renal injury (e.g., fever, worsening flank pain, ongoing blood loss, abdominal distention, new or worsening hematuria) should undergo a repeat CT scan.

**ANGIOGRAPHY**

Angiography and angioembolization or stenting of the renal artery may be useful tools for hemodynamically stable patients with Grades IV and V renal injuries and are found to have associated contrast extravasation, pseudoaneurysm, or AV fistula seen on either initial or follow-up CT scan. Though used infrequently in the management of renal injuries, several studies have shown an improvement in the success rates of nonoperative management of renal injuries with the inclusion of angiography and angioembolization or stenting.

**URINARY EXTRAVASATION**

Urinary extravasation is the most common complication after renal trauma, and urinomas may occur in as many as 7%
of the cases of renal injuries.\textsuperscript{9,12} Urinary extravasation puts the patient at risk for infection and persistent urine leak.\textsuperscript{9} Urinary leaks and urinomas may be observed or may be treated with a combination of minimally invasive techniques, including bladder catheterization, vesicoureteral stenting, and percutaneous drainage or nephrostomy.\textsuperscript{7,13}

**HYPERTENSION**

Arterial hypertension may occur after nonoperative management of high-grade renal injuries and has been reported to occur in 5\% to 40\% of the patients.\textsuperscript{14,15} The etiology of hypertension may be the result of injury to or compression of the renal artery leading to elevated renin release (Goldblatt kidney), direct compression of the renal parenchyma from a surrounding hematoma (Page kidney), or from an arteriovenous fistula formation.\textsuperscript{9} After discharge, all patients with high-grade (Grades IV and V) renal injuries should be screened for hypertension. Many cases of renovascular hypertension after trauma can be managed medically. However, some cases may require delayed surgical intervention (nephrectomy) for treatment of refractory hypertension.\textsuperscript{9}

**ZONE II HEMATOMA AFTER PENETRATING TRAUMA**

In general, retroperitoneal hematomas after penetrating trauma should be explored to identify and treat underlying visceral and vascular injuries that cannot be appreciated with an intact retroperitoneum. Routine exploration for a penetrating injury to zone II of the retroperitoneum is an acceptable approach, because the underlying renal vasculature, collecting system, and ureter are at risk of injury from the penetrating mechanism. However, in a hemodynamically stable patient with a lateral zone II hematoma after penetrating injury, the hematoma may be left intact as the renal vasculature, collecting system, and ureter are all medial structures and should not be at risk of injury. If the zone II hematoma is not explored, the patient should undergo a postoperative CT scan to evaluate the extent of injury.

**ZONE II HEMATOMA AFTER BLUNT TRAUMA**

Most lower-grade renal injuries will not be readily apparent at laparotomy. Instead, the first indication that a renal injury exists will be the presence of a zone II (lateral) retroperitoneal
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Figure 2. Algorithm for the management of zone II hematoma and renal injury discovered at laparotomy.
hematoma. In the hemodynamically stable blunt trauma patient, a zone II hematoma may be left undisturbed if it is not ruptured and freely bleeding, pulsatile, or expanding after a period of observation. Hemodynamically stable patients who do not have a zone II hematoma explored should undergo postoperative CT scan to evaluate the type and severity of renal injury. For any hemodynamically unstable patient without another source of acute blood loss or a patient with a zone II hematoma that is ruptured or a patient with a zone II hematoma that is ruptured and actively bleeding, pulsatile, or expanding, the retroperitoneum and kidney should be explored.

### ZONE II HEMATOMA EXPLORATION

Prior to exploring a zone II hematoma for suspected renal injury, the surgeon should palpate the contralateral kidney to make sure it is not absent, atrophic, or polycystic. If the contralateral kidney feels normal, the surgeon can be reasonably reassured that it is safe to proceed with a nephrectomy of the injured kidney if necessary. Once the decision has been made to explore a zone II hematoma, the surgeon has two options for exposure, the medial approach or the lateral approach. The medial approach isolates the renal artery and vein prior to mobilization of the kidney, whereas the lateral approach completely mobilizes the kidney prior to controlling the renal hilum. Both approaches have risks and benefits and the approach to a particular case should be individualized to the patient and the skill set of the operating surgeon. The medial approach requires careful dissection of the renal hilum to identify, isolate, and control the renal vessels, and thus takes significantly longer to accomplish. This approach may also be more difficult or impossible in the patient with a large hematoma that is covering the renal hilum and distorting the local anatomy. In general, the medial approach can be applied in the stable patient who is not actively bleeding, while the lateral approach is preferred in the patient who is actively bleeding and time is of the essence. Once the kidney has been mobilized, bleeding can be easily controlled with manual compression of the hilum or entire kidney, allowing time for injury evaluation and planning.


EDITORIAL CRITIQUE

The present algorithm reflects the evolution of our management of patients sustaining renal trauma. In the ED, CT scanning has now entirely replaced the use of IVP (once described as “the cornerstone of renal trauma imaging”). Over 90% of renal injuries are identified as low-grade, and the vast majority of these are managed without further intervention. Evidence has shown that routine exploration of renal injuries results in an increased nephrectomy rate when compared to patients managed non-operatively. As a result, nephrectomy rates have decreased as non-operative management has become widely utilized. With the ready availability of interventional radiology, recommendations are made in the algorithm for angiographic examination and potential embolization of renal injuries demonstrating evidence of vascular involvement. Consideration is given for stenting of vascular injuries, all in an effort to preserve renal function.

Despite these important changes, the fundamental principles of treatment are unaltered. Patients with hemodynamic instability belong in the operating room. At exploration, patients who have major renal injury, and are unstable, require a nephrectomy. The goal of preserving the kidney should never eclipse achieving hemostasis and halting the progression of the shock state. Some questions still need to be fully explored and answered, specifically the utility and timing of routine follow-up imaging for higher grade renal injuries, optimal management of the devascularized kidney, and the incidence and risk factors for post-injury hypertension.

This delineation of a clearly defined process to address renal injuries is another in the series from the Western Trauma Association dealing with critical decisions in trauma. The development of evidence-based algorithms is beneficial, both to the clinician in guiding optimal management for an individual patient, and also for the trauma community as a whole, creating pathways to compare current to previous treatments and serving as a foundation for future investigations. Our ability to provide care that leads to the best outcomes for our patients depends on the thoughtful and ongoing examination of available data, which the present authors have accomplished.
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